
Rexroth Piston Pumps

A piston pump is a type of positive displacement pump where the high-pressure seal
reciprocates with the piston. Piston pumps can be used to move liquids or compress gases.
They can operate over a wide range of pressures. High pressure operation can be achieved
without a strong effect on flow rate. Piston pumps can also deal with viscous media and media
containing solid particles. This pump type functions through a piston cup, oscillation mechanism
where down-strokes cause pressure differentials, filling of pump chambers, where up-stroke
forces the pump fluid out for use. Piston pumps are often used in scenarios requiring high,
consistent pressure and in water irrigation or delivery systems.

We all know that none of us can survive without water - and the most efficient and effective way
of moving it is using a piston pump. Piston Pumps rescue, refurbish and rejuvenate these grand
old-timers!

What stories could they tell? They have reared families, watered stock, grown acres of crops
and/or vegetables and just kept on ticking over, stroke by stroke. They have worked constantly
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and tirelessly for many years providing the very essence of life and lifestyle for all connected
with them.

And, when the time eventually comes for a "make-over" for them, it is a comparatively routine
and inexpensive process.We wish we could "age" as gracefully!!!

But ... piston pumps don't operate themselves. And who could not have the same level of
respect for the wonderful old motors which allow the pumps to work their magic in a way that
only water can. In the same way that rain and smiles go together.

Do you just need a replacement wet-end kit for your machine ... we have maintenance kits
available for pumps - some are interchangeable with others or we may be able to source kits for
other brands for you - just contact us when you are ready!!!

We main supply Rexroth ,Vickers, Nachi, Daikin, Yuken, Denison, Komatsu, Sumitomo
products.
If you need pumps,kindly tell me the complete parts number or take a details photo on Name
Plate.
It will be help us check and offer you sooner.
we look forward to hearing from you!
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